
EVOLVING NARRATIVES 
  

CITEM, through Design Philippines, will be presenting five of the country’s top furnishings and accessories 

manufacturers at North America’s premier showcase for global creativity, the International Contemporary 

Furniture Fair, or ICFF, which opens this May at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New York. 
  

This edition sees the return of KENNETHCOBONPUE and Schema to the fair, as well as the introduction of 

first-time participants That One Piece, Venzon Lighting and ZARATE MANILA by Jim Torres, in a curated 

exhibition of fine objects that display virtuoso craftsmanship and spirited imaginations of the new Filipino 

style by the country’s maestros of design. 

  
With the participants coming from various regions around the country, the show also serves as a vivid 

virtual sojourn through the Philippines’ rich and vibrant artisanal landscape. 
  

The journey begins in Cebu, a design center that is also the birthplace of homegrown brand 

KENNETHCOBONPUE. The furnishings label has remained popular among ICFF’s audience with its in-the-

now aesthetics. Superb engineering, its signature stamp of organic outlines, high-performance materials 

expertly woven by Cebu artisans, and on-trend colors give KENNETH COBONPUE’s collection its current 

character and fluid personality-values that blend well with today’s interior spaces.  

   
The exhibition then takes the viewer through a winding detour to Antipolo - a city with a vibrant artistic 

heritage - where Schema’s main office is nestled on the town's hilly terrain. The brand’s mastery of both 

metal and exquisite weaving techniques are in prominent display in a compact series of  small furniture 

and lighting fixtures by French-Swiss creative Segoline Abie-Faye and a grouping of outdoor/indoor chairs 

by Filipino design icon Budji Layug. The new series also reveal a beautiful blend of European and Asian 

sensibilities.  
  

It is time to head north as viewers are guided towards the Bulacan factory of first-time participant, That 

One Piece, which will present a capsule series called “Pamana,” the brand’s poignant tribute to the humble 

loom. That One Piece will showcase a small family of lighting fixtures accompanied by a few furniture pieces 

that evoke the loom’s clean lines, uniform spaces and even form. 
  

Pampanga is the final stop for a preview of flawless metal work by ICFF debuting participants Venzon 

Lighting and ZARATE MANILA by Jim Torres. Venzon Lighting’s technical capabilities and design savvy can 

be seen in the brand’s diverse product portfolio. Years of industry experience and energetic product 

development made it a leading lighting resource for both local and international buyers. The brand’s 

“Cherry Blossoms” pendant light anchors its initial presentation for the fair-a fitting centerpiece that 

displays Venzon Lighting's command of technique and design bravado.   

  
The ICFF exhibition is a special milestone for Jim Torres as it is his first international outing and the debut 

of his own brand, ZARATE MANILA. His participation is also the culmination of his prize as a Red Box Grand 

Winner for the Home category during the October 2015 edition of Manila FAME. Red Box is CITEM’s design 

development program that aims to create the next generation of Philippine creatives. 
  

Jim will present his award-winning piece, the “Harris” pendant light, a cosmic-themed metal confection 

produced by Venzon Lighting, together with the botanical-inspired “Escapade” series which he fabricated 



from his own workshop. Both lines highlight the designer’s full range of methods and mastery of his favored 

medium, metal. 
  

This exhibition also marks a historic moment for Philippine design as it enters the cusp of sweeping global 

changes. Though there is renewed interest in things handmade, there is also a need to balance nostalgia 

and sentiments with shifting preferences. CITEM, together with Design Philippines and the five 

participating brands, invite viewers to examine a collective paean to traditions that is both responsive to 

changes and mindful of the past. 


